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A time lag for employers to update their AS: There can be delays in updating learner status, causing
knock-on issues for the provider and the  apprentice with their new employer AS process. During
this delay, an apprentice can remain unsupported, which inevitably has a material impact on the
apprentice's learner journey and commitment to the programme.

The lack of provider involvement in the AS process can result in administrative discrepancies where
the provider and the employer enter or have different leave end dates, causing irregularities. The
lack of consistency between what the employer inputs to AS and the data the provider provides
elsewhere can cause unnecessary administrative issues.

Employers can only give access to one training provider at any one time, meaning that it can be
challenging to support transfers.

Supplementary Research: Opinions on the Employer Apprenticeship
Account

In undertaking the research to "take the temperature" of the local apprenticeship market, the issue of
administration, compliance and the Apprenticeship Service (employer account) surfaced as issues
impacting participation on the programme.

GMLPF endeavoured to examine further the issues surrounding employers' use of the Apprenticeship
Service. This involved walking through the system with a small number of providers.

Firstly, it should be clarified that all the providers engaged in this part of the research felt that
employers having their own Apprenticeship Service (AS) account was positive and a force for good.
Providers spoke of the AS driving employers to take more responsibility for the programme and
supporting the validity of the apprenticeship by confirming they were legitimate businesses, paying
employees a recognised minimum rate of pay etc. 

The operation to date has also had a positive impact in that the AS has helped reinforce employer-
provider relationships, a better understanding of the business by employers, and greater collaboration.
 
However, several issues or operational pinch points emerged, all relating to the AS, some more
pertinent to levy paying employers and others to smaller employers (SMEs).

Levy paying employers:
Levy payers are typically more aware, organised and able to operate the AS. Usually, this is because of
their size, with many having dedicated personnel who are responsible for the employer’s AS
administration. These are often HR, L&D or financial roles and, as such, are sufficiently skilled to operate
the system, meaning apprenticeship providers are not required to provide as much support or be as
involved.

The key challenge for the apprenticeship programme and providers with levy-paying employers is when
an apprentice changes employers and wishes to continue studying their apprenticeship. 

Typical challenges include:

In addition,

Non-Levy Paying Employers:
Non-Levy payers are typically SMEs. Locally and traditionally, many employers involved in
apprenticeships have been micro-businesses with less than ten staff, or slightly larger.
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Setting up their AS Account
Adding apprentices
Administration of ALN
Adding vacancies
Administration of Government incentive payments

SME employers who are naïve about apprenticeships inevitably have not set up an AS account. For
growth in sectors dominated by SMEs, significant levels of support are needed. Whilst there is
information available such as step-by-step guides, there is going to be a resource required to enable
more SMEs to access the AS

SME employers often lack digital skills, awareness of broader and related systems such as
Government Gateway, and the administration time to get involved. A review of how this could be
simplified would be beneficial, alongside support provided by organisations such as the Growth
Hub, Chambers etc to support employers in using the system.

SME employers often lack awareness of key information such as their PAYE Reference numbers etc.
It is simply another administrative task that can act, in some instances, as a barrier to engagement
or delay activity. It would be helpful if other government sites, such as the Gateway, could
automatically share prepopulated information with the AS system. 

As with larger, levy-paying employers, significant issues can emerge when an apprentice leaves
employment. The employer cannot often confidently close a learner down on the AS system and
may require provider support (even though that provider may no longer support the learner). This
has a knock-on effect on the new employer and provider, also creating delays.

Employers are repeatedly asked by providers what allocation of their funding they have accessed,
and this is challenging in the extreme for SME employers

Conflicting start and leave dates entered by SME employers and providers in the AS system can
prove extremely time-consuming and burdensome to providers who inevitably drive the resolution.
Again, automatic, cross-system checks would help removes these discrepancies.

Repeat problems emerge for providers with ‘grammar rejections” for vacancies, whilst they report
inconsistency in the rules applied by AS personnel in this matter. Some relaxation on this would
reduce delays and speed up the vacancy-posting process.

Providers consistently asked for better-written step-by-step guidance from Government for
employers on the use of the AS system

As a result, SME employers do not typically have dedicated personnel who can administrate their AS
account. Employers often foster the expectation that the provider will provide training and practical
support. Where providers have larger numbers of employers who are SMEs and who recruit or upskill
employees, this can mean that a sizeable amount of their administration or sales resource is taken up
doing this, for which they are not funded.

 SMEs rely heavily on providers to assist with:

Training providers respond well to this need and have come to expect to be required to support SMEs
with their AS accounts. In many cases, providers have prepared written instructions and guidance notes
for employers to help them set up accounts and administer vacancies and new starts.

However, the key challenges or pinch-points in terms of non-levy paying employers include:
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